
TECH-CRUNCH
On national Science day

Date: 2/03/2024

National Science Day commemorates the discovery of the Raman Effect by Dr C.V. Raman, for

which he won the Nobel Prize in Physics. The National Council for Science and Technology

Communication (NCSTC) put forward a proposal for the National Science Day to be celebrated on

28th February every year to pay tribute to this achievement. Following this, the Government of India

accepted the proposal. Every year, on this particular day, the Government of India felicitates scientists

from various fields for their valuable contribution to science.

Objectives:

1. To increase awareness among people about the importance of science and technology in their

lives.

2. To recognize and appreciate all scientific activities, efforts, and achievements.

3. To promote and nourish interest in science and technology.

Details of The Event:
On 27/02/2024 & 28/02/2024 H. K. College of Pharmacy's Science, Technology and Research

Promotion Committee along with Institution's Innovation Council in collaboration with IQAC of

VIVA college of pharmacy organized an Inter collegiate event ‘��� ����� 2024’. Scheduleof

the event was as follows -

Sr.No. Event Name Date Time

1 Debate competition
27th February 2024

1.00pm to 3.00pm

2 Just a minute 3.00 to 4.00pm

3 Inaugural and Opening Remarks at

Auditorium HKCP
28th February 2024

10.30

4 Poster presentation (Problem statement)

28th February 2024

10.40 to 12.45pm

5 Shark tank 1.00 to 3.00pm

6 Quiz 2.00 to 3.00pm

Vishnu Waman Thakur Charitable Trust's
VIVA INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY

At. Shirgaon, Veer Sawarkar Road, Virar (E),
Tal. Vasai, Dist. Palghar-401305, Maharashtra

Date of event 27th and 28th February 24
Time of event 9.30 am onwards
Collaboration with H. K. College of Pharmacy under IQAC of VIVA
No of Students participants 60
Venue H.K. Auditorium, 4th Floor





Key Highlights of the National Science Day 2024: ‘TECG-CRUNCH’ was inaugurated by

Ribbon cutting ceremony at Auditorium on Tuesday in view of National Science Day 2024 at

10:30am. Dr. Tushar Lokhande, Principal of H.K. College of Pharmacy & Dr. Sunita Ogale,

Principal of VIVA Institute of Pharmacy.

The event was graced by the presence of all faculties of H.K. College of Pharmacy and all Third-Year

students and members of Science, Technology & Research Promotion committee.



Ms. Walia Khan with Mr. Anurag Rane of Third year students started the event. She welcomed the

gathering and shared the significance of the National Science Day. The event was started by lamp

lighting and worshiping Maa Saraswati.

Dr. Tushar Lokhande, Principal, delivered presidential address, welcomed the gathering and extended

his greetings and also insisted the students to involve in scientific activities

The keynote address was delivered by Dr. Pramod Nair, Manager ACG Capsule. He encouraged

and motivated students to take up challenges and put efforts to achieve excellence in their life. Dr.

SunitaOgale emphasized the need to go beyond textbooks and imbibe the knowledge from all the

spheres for the overall development of any pharmacist.

Dr. M.N, Saraf delivered his speech to the students about how to find a sustainable way of

Development leading to Global wellbeing. He also delivered various interesting facts about penicillin

and science. These facts were really fascinating.

The Science Day programme included in an Inaugural ceremony, Science projects poster

presentation, an interactive Debate, just a minute and Shark tank, Quiz competitions. More than 60

students participated in all events. Students were shown their creative ideas and knowledge in posters

and models. Fresh ideas in a competition got opportunity to win prizes in the occasion.

Students came out with many innovative ideas and market friendly solutions to address various issues

pertaining to Science and Pharmaceutical Technology. Poster Presentation and Shark Tank events

have been videotaped for submitting to “Yukti” for possible funding of these research projects.



Photo Gallery

Debate Competition

One Minute Talk



Shark Tank Competition

Poster Competition



‘WINNERS’ were felicitated with ��� ���� along with a certificate and funding

opportunities from IIC Yukti.

Prepared by
Dr Vaishali Kundalia

Principal
Dr Sunita Ogale
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